ORDER MADE BY A COMPETENT AUTHORITY UNDER REGULATION 61.

In exercise of the powers vested in me by virtue of my appointment by the Governor as Competent Authority for the purposes of regulation 61 of the Defence Regulations, 1940 to (No. 3) 1945, I hereby order as follows:

1. This Order may be cited as the Defence (Control of Bakeries and Bread) (Amendment No. 2) Order, 1945, and shall be read as one with the Defence (Control of Bakeries and Bread) Orders, 1942 to 1945, (hereinafter referred to as "the principal Order"), and the principal Order and this Order may together be cited as the Defence (Control of Bakeries and Bread) Orders, 1942 to (No. 2) 1945.

2. The principal Order is hereby amended by the deletion therefrom of clause 8 and the substitution therefor of the following clause:

"8. Every registered baker shall keep in his bakery a book in which he shall enter or cause to be entered at the time hereinafter specified the following particulars:

(a) the actual amount of mixed cereals received with reference to the relative invoice numbers as soon as the mixed cereals are received;
(b) the actual amount of flour produced from the mixed cereals issued to him as in (a) above;
(c) at the end of each day the daily quantity of sifted flour used for the preparation of bread;
(d) at the end of each day the daily quantity of bran extracted from the flour produced from the sifting as in (c) above;
(e) at the end of each day the number of loaves of bread prepared or made or baked in his bakery; and
(f) at the end of each month the stock in hand of mixed cereals, flour, sifted flour and bran."

S. A. PETRIDES,
Acting Controller of Supplies,
Competent Authority.